Chapters Updated 6/1/22

AR  Western Pleasure Section - Appointments
AL  Halter Classes
EV  General Rules For All Eventing Competitions, Rules for Officials,
EQ  Eligibility, Course Requirements
SB  General
WD  Western Dressage Horse Goals and Objectives
DC  Classification, Eligibility, Horses, Carriage and Harness, Conditions for Participation, Substitutions, Driven Dressage, Marathon, Cones, Officials,
HU  Hunter Sections,

Chapters Updated 5/1/22

GR12  General
HJ  Facilities
JP  Selections/Classes Restricted to Junior, Amateur or Young Riders, Eligibility, Level Designations for Jumper Divisions, Sections/Classes Restricted by Age of Horse, Fence Dimensions, FEI Classes and Classes not Covered Under these Rules
SB  Classes Offered and Specifications (129)
CP  High-Point Competitions
DR  Dress, Elimination
AR  Abbreviations of Class Specifications/Junior Exhibitor/Amateur Requirements/Ages
WD  Western Dressage Seat Horsemanship Class Specifications, Appendix A,
EV  Cross Country Course Designer
GR3  Classification
GR9  Requirements
GR10  Eventing Course Designers
GR11  Winners

Chapters Updated 2/23/22
JP  Selections/Classes Restricted to Junior, Amateur or Young Riders – PRES MOD to 118.1.a.

Chapters Updated 2/1/22

DR  Saddlery and Equipment, Execution and Judging of Tests, Dress, The Piaffe,

EV  Cross - Country Scoring, Saddlery, Appendix-Uncategorized Riders

Chapters Updated 1/21/22

DC  FEI rules update to chapter

Chapters Updated 9/1/21

GR3  Competition Licensing

GR4  Drugs and Medications

GR8  Conduct of Licensed Competitions

GR9  Competition Prize Lists and Entries

GR12  Competition Officials, Employees, and Volunteers

AR  Arabian, Half-Arabian and Anglo Arabian Division

WD  Western Dressage

Chapters Updated 7/1/21

EV  Eventing Division

Chapters Updated 6/1/21

GR5  Measurement and Entries

GR9  Competition Prize Lists and Entries

GR10  Licensed Officials

GR13  Competition Participants and Associated Individuals

DR  Dressage Division

EV  Eventing Division

Chapters Updated 5/1/21

GR3  Competition Licensing
Chapters Updated 4/1/21

GR8 Conduct of Licensed Competitions
AR Arabian, Half-Arabian, and Anglo-Arabian Division
EV Eventing Division